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ABSTRACT
In the past few years we have witnessed the ascension of rideshare missions, breaking records again and again for
the total number of satellites released on a single launch. Such large swarms of spacecraft make it difficult for the
Combined Space Operations Center (CSpOC) to identify satellite orbits until days to weeks after launch. For the
SSO-A launch in December 2018, it took 11 days to catalog all 64 objects. While satellites should be designed to
survive without ground contact for that long, for most missions, making contact and assessing vehicle state of health
during early orbit operations is critical, and waiting for object cataloging is simply too risky. Furthermore, as
CubeSats take on more operational roles, the amount of data needed to both uplink and downlink requires moving
away from the traditional L-band frequencies to S-band and higher. While higher frequency bands allow faster data
transmission it comes at a cost of smaller ground antenna footprints, requiring an order of magnitude better pointing
knowledge in order to establish communications lock. With typical canister ejection speeds, spacecraft can drift
away from the launch vehicle, whose orbit is typically known and provided by the launch integrator. Depending on
ground antenna size, this implies the spacecraft will no longer be in the ground antenna field of view within a day or
so of launch. This makes establishing communications with the spacecraft within the first 24 hours after launch
paramount. This paper discusses how the ORS-7/DHS Polar Scout mission successfully achieved contact with its
two 6U CubeSats and determined their orbital ephemerides in less than 24 hours after launching on the SSO-A
mission on December 3, 2018. We present our spacecraft acquisition plan, which encompassed a number of different
strategies that can be employed depending on the capabilities and equipment at the ground site.
INTRODUCTION

Polar Scout Mission Overview

On December 3, 2018 the Spaceflight SSO-A rideshare
mission launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base.1
This launch carried with it 64 payloads; the largest
rideshare mission to launch from within the United
States to date. Among those 64 satellites were two tech
demo CubeSats being flown for the Department of
Homeland Security Science and Technology
Directorate (DHS S&T) in support of the United States
Coast Guard (USCG) as part of the Polar Scout
mission.

The Polar Scout mission consists of two identical 6U
CubeSats, designated Kodiak and Yukon. The mission
objective of these satellites is to demonstrate the ability
to detect and geolocate Emergency Position Indicating
Radio Beacon (EPIRB) transmissions over arctic
waters. As boat traffic increases in the warming arctic,
the USCG has an increased need to have timely and
accurate detection of these beacons in order to provide
swift emergency assistance. EPIRB monitoring is
currently performed by the aging COSPAS-SARSAT
program2. The future MEOSAR3 program will provide
operational capabilities for the USCG with full Arctic
coverage, but is five to ten years from coming on line.
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The Polar Scout mission is a technology demonstration
to determine the CubeSat’s usage as a gap-filler.

Network communications, scheduling and antenna
control were handled using SDL’s SATRN software,
and operator-satellite interface for command and
control was performed with the COSMOS software
developed by Ball Aerospace.5

Many parts of this mission are firsts. This mission flew
a new bus and payload design. Polar Scout was the first
S-Band user of the Mobile CubeSat Command &
Control (MC3) ground network employing the Satellite
Agile Transmit and Receive Network (SATRN)
software, and these satellites represent the first spacebased mission directly supporting DHS. Like many
CubeSats, these firsts create an increased overall risk to
the program, which then drove the need for additional
mission assurance. One of the manifestations of this
mission assurance was the requisite to make contact
with the satellites as soon as possible after launch in
order to circumvent any initial anomalies (e.g. nondeployed solar arrays, etc.).

To support the necessary data rates, the Polar Scout
satellites incorporated an S-Band radio for both uplink
and downlink. Many CubeSats have traditionally used
VHF/UHF which, due to the lower data rates and
different antenna design, require much less precision in
ground antenna pointing (e.g. the ground antenna beam
width for VHF communications is quite large). In
comparison, the ground stations that support the Polar
Scout program all employ 3m parabolic dishes and the
ASF site includes an additional 7.3m parabolic dish.
While the gain leveraged by these large dishes is
significant and necessary to support the program, the
Full Width at Half Max beam width is 3.3° (1.2° for the
7m dish) which requires knowledge of the spacecraft
location to that degree of accuracy.

Polar Scout Ground Network
Polar Scout used the MC3 ground Network.4 The MC3
network includes the S-Band 3m dish sites at Naval
Postgraduate School (NPS) in Monterey, CA, Space
Dynamics Lab (SDL) in Logan, UT, and Air Force
Institute of Technology (AFIT) near Dayton, OH. In
addition to these three ground stations, DHS S&T
funded development of two additional S-Band stations
located at the Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF) in
Fairbanks, AK and the US Coast Guard Academy in
New London, CT, though the Coast Guard station was
not online until after launch. Finally, in addition to the
MC3 node at the ASF, Polar Scout had access to a 7m
S-band dish at the same location. The ground station
locations can be seen in Figure 1.

All of the 3m antennas have the capability of either
tracking a provided Two Line Element (TLE) set, or
using manually entered azimuth and elevation
coordinates if, for example, the team wanted to just
point the antenna at a fixed location near the horizon.
The 7m antenna had the capability to track the peak
power it received rather than follow the TLE it was
provided. The 7m also had the capability to dither
around a provided TLE. Each of these extra abilities
beyond TLE tracking was useful in planning and
executing satellite acquisition.
For the SSO-A launch, the Polar Scout team was
provided with a state vector by the launch provider. The
SATRN software controlling the ground antenna
movements requires a TLE input and therefore any
orbital information we obtained, either from the launch
provider or from downlinked spacecraft GPS
information needed to be converted to a TLE in order to
be useable. A software package such at Systems Tool
Kit (STK) can be used to compute TLEs based on a
state vector or orbital ephemeris data.
POLAR SCOUT ACQUISITION APPROACH
Pre-Launch Preparation
The launch provider will typically provide projected
orbital ephemerides 30-60 days prior to launch. With
this information Polar Scout was able to determine a
rough idea of what the first 24 hours of ground contacts
would look like and plan staffing and resourcing
accordingly. It also allowed the ground team to tailor
plans for the first few days of contacts for each specific
ground site and be as prepared as possible.

Figure 1: Polar Scout Ground Station Locations
The satellites were operated out of the Satellite
Operation Center (SOC) at Millennium Engineering
and Integration in Albuquerque, NM with mission
operations performed at the Mission Operation Center
(MOC) at Rincon Research Corporation in Tucson, AZ.
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In planning contacts, the Polar Scout operations team
decided to attempt contact with the spacecraft with any
pass that went above a 10 degree elevation angle. There
are pros and cons to satellite acquisition at low
elevation angles. On the plus side, the satellite spends
more time at low angles than it does at high elevation
angles. At low angles, the satellites are significantly
farther from the ground site, and therefore timing errors
in the TLE have less negative impact. Whereas at high
elevation angles the signal to noise is best and if there
are issues with Doppler corrections they are minimized,
however the spacecraft is moving at much higher
angular speeds from the perspective of the stationary
ground antenna than it is at the horizon, so timing must
be more accurate. Both of these factors played a part in
the Polar Scout satellite acquisition plan.

Therefore, RF uplink and downlink tests were
performed weeks, days, and even hours prior, leading
up to launch to ensure the sites were ready.
Plan for First 24 Hours after Launch
Polar Scout was ejected from the Upper Free Flyer
(UFF) on the SSO-A launch. Because the delta-v
imparted by the ejection of the CubeSat will cause the
spacecraft orbit to diverge from the TLE of the UFF,
the first contact opportunity is critical, as there is high
confidence that during the first contact the TLE will
still provide a good proxy for the spacecraft location.
However, within a day or so, errors in the accuracy of
the provided TLE, combined with the relative motion
between the UFF and the CubeSat can result in the
CubeSat no longer being within the ground antenna
beam width. With the 6U Canisterized Satellite
Dispenser from Planetary Systems, which was used on
the Polar Scout launch, ejection velocities are 1.7m/s.
This puts the satellite nearly 150km away from the
launch platform in 24 hours.

Prior to launch, there should be end-to-end verification
of the necessary ground system(s) including the entire
transmit/receive paths, and tracking control of the
ground antenna(s). If it is possible to have the satellite
or engineering model at one/all of the ground sites, that
is the ideal verification of the ground system. If that is
not possible, or if the verification with the satellite
occurred a significant amount of time prior to launch,
then the uplink and downlink pipelines can be mostly
verified by using some or all of the following
mechanisms:
1.

Uplink verification can be performed by
transmitting signals in a safe direction while
verifying their emissions from the antenna
with an on-site technician and a hand-held
spectrum analyzer. The spectrum analyzer can
verify correct transmit frequency and power
levels.

2.

A better transmit verification is to record the
uplink RF signal at the ground site using a
software-defined radio. This recording can
then be played back to the flight unit (prior to
launch integration) or to an engineering unit
and the uplinked commands can be verified on
the units themselves.

3.

Satellite tracking by the ground antenna and
RF reception verification is best performed by
tracking an existing satellite that emits on Sband frequencies and verifying continuous
signal reception throughout the pass. The
CALIPSO satellite6 is a good candidate as it
has a continuously operating S-band beacon.

From an acquisition perspective, the goal of the first
contact opportunity is to simply downlink enough data
to get the stored GPS position and velocity history of
the spacecraft. With the GPS data from the spacecraft
an initial coarse TLE can be generated using a tool such
as STK. Note that there will probably be insufficient
GPS data to generate a high quality TLE, as was the
case for both Kodiak and Yukon. If the spacecraft is
contacted while the UFF TLE from the launch provider
is still valid, a new TLE can be generated, which can be
used to improve the success of future contacts. With
proper planning and execution one can entirely prevent
any loss of contact due to not knowing the orbit of the
satellite.
On the SSO-A launch, the launch provider, Spaceflight
Inc., provided GPS-derived orbital parameters of the
UFF roughly an hour after launch. These parameters
were used to create an updated contact schedule and a
TLE for the ground software. A communications check
was run about one hour prior to our first contact
opportunity.
If contact was not achieved during the first contact
opportunity, or if not enough GPS data are present to
generate a valid TLE, the plan for Polar Scout was to
operate subsequent passes up until 12 hours from
launch in a similar fashion as the first pass.
After 12 hours, the UFF TLE may have degraded to the
point where tracking the satellite throughout the entire
pass is not possible. Therefore, the plan on Polar Scout
was for the 3m antennas to use a manual contact
whereby the antenna would track an inertial point in the

On Polar Scout, the engineering unit was taken to the
ASF ground site and end-to-end testing was performed
between the SOC and the engineering unit. However,
that test occurred over six months prior to launch.
O’Malia
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orbital plane. The operators would begin attempting
contact 15 minutes prior to the expected rise time and
extend to 15 minutes after the expected rise time. In this
time frame, the goal is to make contact and download
GPS stored telemetry. Without any downloaded GPS
data, the operators would use the time that contact was
achieved, relative to when it was expected using the
UFF TLE. This time offset can be applied to the next
contact in order to make contact with the spacecraft for
a longer period.

Additional Strategies after 24 hours
If contact had not been achieved within the first day
after launch, the spacecraft may have separated enough
from the UFF that the UFF TLE is no longer valid and
the spacecraft will not be in the beam width of the
ground antennas tracking that TLE. As such the
antennas will have to be pointed away from the UFF
TLE in order to contact the spacecraft successfully.
Based on the relative orientation of a ground site to the
orbital trajectory, the error between the UFF TLE and
the actual spacecraft varies, on a per-pass basis. Table 1
shows the maximum azimuth error for the first 4 days,
for Fairbanks antennas. As can be seen, the max value
gets larger each day. Also note that while the azimuth
angle relative to the UFF TLE becomes greater, so too
does the rise/set time error which, after four days can be
as high as 193 seconds.

Because the 7m ground antenna had the ability to track
peak power from the spacecraft, for the first 24 hours
contact attempts with this ground station would still
track the UFF TLE in hopes that the command to
transmit would be seen by the spacecraft and the
ground antenna could follow the response signal even if
the TLE was off. By analyzing the azimuth and
elevation angles of the ground antenna during the pass,
those data can be used to adjust the satellite orbital
parameters and compute a more accurate TLE.

Table 1: Azimuth Uncertainty over Time
Day

Strategies for More Than One Spacecraft
Sending commands to both spacecraft simultaneously is
not an issue due to a narrow band pass filter used on the
spacecraft radio receiver, but receiving telemetry from
both spacecraft at two ground antennas that are very
close together (as was the case in our Fairbanks
contacts (7m & 3m)) is likely to result in data
corruption at the ground radios. Calculations were made
and later verified by on-orbit tests to show all of the
other ground stations were sufficiently far enough apart
that there was not an issue contacting the two spacecraft
simultaneously except using both Fairbanks antennas.
As such, for all contacts at Fairbanks during the first 24
hours, the strategy was to attempt contact with one
satellite for 60 seconds. If no contact was made, the
process would be paused while contact with the other
satellite was attempted for 60 seconds. These
alternating contact attempts would continue until the
pass ended or contact was made. If contact was made,
that satellite would be allowed to download telemetry
for 90 seconds, and then transmission would be halted
by the operator. Contact attempts would then focus on
the other satellite for the remainder of the pass.

1

1.6

2

2.45

3

3.19

4

3.85

CSpOC will immediately begin tracking and cataloging
objects after launch. If multiple days pass without
contact, or contacts are poor and spotty, at the
beginning of every day, CSpOC should be checked
against the ephemeris of each spacecraft. If a promising
TLE exists, the operations team can choose to use it and
see if they make contact. The initial CSpOC data
products are typically less accurate and there is a good
possibility of cross-tagging objects (where the names of
two objects, say Object A and Object B might be
switched for a given TLE) on these high-volume
deployments. Therefore, a promising early TLE is one
whose accuracy should not be entirely trusted, but
places the candidate within the approximate location of
where the operators would like to attempt contact. Even
if contact is made, it is important to keep track of what
candidate objects were in the vicinity that day, and to
monitor their movement over time with respect to
CSpOC placeholder names, as both can vary in the
early days after launch.

After the first contact opportunity, the operations team
selected the spacecraft to attempt to contact with, based
on the situation after the first contact attempt. The
default plan was for the 7m antenna to switch
spacecraft each time there was a contact opportunity
until contact was successful. In pass situations where
there was only one ground station that was in view of
the satellites, it was alternated which spacecraft
operators attempted to contact.
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If still using the UFF TLE, there are two options for
attempting contact, in order of priority: Inertial Pointing
or Scanning.
Inertial Pointing
Orbital mechanics dictate that any radial or in-track
delta-v imparted due to the launch ejection will
predominantly result in a “time of arrival” error. Due to
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the rotation of the Earth, this timing error results in
ground-based antenna azimuth and elevation pointing
errors. These errors, as shown in Table 1, are primarily
the result of the spacecraft being early or late in the
predicted orbit. Since satellites launched from the same
rocket will remain in the same orbital plane, each
satellite will pass through the same inertial point at a
different time. The inertial pointing method computes
time-varying azimuth and elevation pointing angles to
an inertial point in the satellite orbital plane, allowing
all satellites from the same launch vehicle to pass
through the beam of the tracking antenna. Having an
opportunity to transmit to each of the satellites
increases the potential for finding the correct one.

Using the best available TLE, determine the azimuth
angle when the spacecraft is 10 degrees above the
horizon for that ground station. Generate a set of
azimuth and elevation angles for the ground antenna
that maintains an elevation angle of 10 degrees, but
scans in azimuth by ± X angle (see Table 1). Move the
antenna 0.15°/second over the scan angle. Begin 10
minutes prior to the expected arrival of the spacecraft
and continue 10 minutes after the expected arrival
(based on the TLE).
By looking for the spacecraft lower to the horizon, the
scanning technique takes advantage of the longer time
the spacecraft spends within the ground antenna beam
width. At a 10 degree elevation angle most of the
atmospheric RF losses are gone and the link
performance is acceptable.

To make sure the satellite arrival time was
encompassed, the orbital plane was tracked for ± 15
minutes from the expected rise time of the UFF TLE.
During that time frame contact is attempted
continuously and the downlink chain is monitored to
detect any signal. For Polar Scout, the ground antenna
was kept at a fixed elevation near the maximum. Using
a higher elevation angle results in optimal link
performance and more precise timing information.

With the Polar Scout mission, it was possible to create a
dithering pattern with the 7m antenna while tracking a
TLE. The dither was a raster style pattern at ±4 degrees
in azimuth and ±2.5 degrees in elevation moving at 1
degree/second. Furthermore, since this antenna also had
auto-tracking capabilities, if contact is successful in
turning on the spacecraft transmitter, the 7m antenna
will stop dithering and track the signal. The track of this
pass can be used to create a TLE that is better than the
current TLE being used. Ground stations with dithering
and auto-tracking capabilities can increase chances of
successful contact and should be used if available.

This method was performed on both Kodiak and Yukon
spacecraft in order to fine-tune the timing of the TLEs.
Both times this was performed, contact was achieved
for only about ten seconds, not enough time to get any
telemetry, but enough to see the RF constellation and
spectrum indicating received downlink power. This
detection was sufficient to determine a precise rise/set
time offset which allowed refinement of the coarse
TLEs generated by the satellite GPS data.

Beacons and Other Technologies
Polar Scout did not have any beacon capability; the
satellites had to receive a series of commands before
the transmitter would turn on. Nonetheless, having
some sort of beaconing capability would certainly make
finding and tracking a satellite much easier. However,
obtaining frequency approval for such a beacon might
prove to be very difficult. With sufficiently
sophisticated FSW, it might be possible to just beacon
over ground stations that the program already has
approval to radiate at.

Even for CubeSats with degraded or non-existent GPS
on board, using this method to determine the rise time
offset can be invaluable. Not only can this information
be crosschecked with CSpOC to narrow down the
objects that could be associated with the spacecraft, but
it can be used to adjust the UFF TLE to achieve
successful contacts with the spacecraft in future passes.
In order to implement the inertial pointing method, one
must be able to provide a list of azimuth/elevation
angles for the ground antenna to track. On Polar Scout,
this ability was not available for the Fairbanks 7m, but
was an option for all of the 3m sites. It is highly
suggested that using this method be explored with
ground site engineers, tested prior to launch, and
executed within the first day or two of launch.

It is also worth mentioning a few technologies, some up
and coming, that will also make satellite acquisition
much easier. With a Globalstar communication
module7, satellite GPS information can be downlinked
via the Globalstar network which provides continuous
LEO coverage. This provides satellite position
information (or other SoH information) beginning right
after launch. The Extremely Low-Resource Optical
Identifier (ELROI)8 is a standalone optical bacon
designed for CubeSats that provides a means to identify
satellites even if the satellite is in an underperforming
state. Finally, in 2017 DARPA released a SBIR for
development of a spacecraft identification devices,

Scanning
While inertial pointing is the preferred approach, if
inertial pointing is not available, or fails to make
contact, scanning is a backup option that can be tried.
O’Malia
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which may result in future CubeSat sized technologies
that assist with launch and early orbit acquisition.

contacted during the third pass opportunity. These early
contacts allowed the team to determine that both
spacecraft were healthy, power-positive, and without
urgent anomalies to deal with.

Maintaining Successful Contacts After Initial Contact
Is Achieved

The GPS data that was downloaded during those passes
was sufficient to generate rough TLEs that were used
for the next 24 hours. During that time frame, the
inertial pointing method was used on both spacecraft
and provided enough refinement that from that period
forward the GPS-derived TLEs were sufficient to
maintain contact with the spacecraft for the entire
duration of each ground pass.

For a launch with many CubeSats it will take CSpOC
many days to catalog all objects and much longer for
the customers to identify them. In the case of SSO-A it
was 11 days before every object had been identified
with a unique TLE and cataloged. It is therefore best to
avoid reliance on CSpOC until there is no doubt about
positive identification. Until then, the satellite operator
must be able to generate TLEs or ephemeris that can be
used to calculate ground contact times.

GPS data from the spacecraft were successfully used to
compute TLEs that were used for the first 20 days after
launch, even with both spacecraft having degraded GPS
performance. By 8 days after launch, the team had
identified the closest match to the CSpOC catalog for
both spacecraft. Those closest match objects ended up
being the correct ones, but to avoid misidentification
the team waited until all objects were cataloged and
better dispersed. At L+20 it was very obvious which
CSpOC objects corresponded to Kodiak and Yukon, at
which point the team notified CSpOC of the correct
object assignments and transitioned to relying on the
CSpOC TLEs for ground contacts.

The easiest and most accurate way to achieve this is by
using GPS position and velocity data obtained by the
spacecraft. However, if GPS data is not an option (e.g.
if the satellite does not have a GPS), the available TLE
may be refined by using antenna pointing information.
Using the TLE that was previously used to successfully
contact the spacecraft, track the spacecraft as it ascends
and note at which elevation angle contact with the
spacecraft was lost. Note, likely contact will be
regained as the satellites descends, but for this purpose
note the elevation angle that contact was lost as the
satellite ascends. For the subsequent pass, adjust the
TLE such that the pass starts 10 seconds earlier. Track
the ascending spacecraft and note again at which
elevation angle the contact with the spacecraft was lost.
If the elevation angle for this pass was higher than the
previous contact, the TLE is more accurate and should
be the new baseline. If not, for the next pass adjust the
first pass’s TLE to start 10 seconds later. Iterate in this
fashion until the TLE is accurate enough to track the
spacecraft for the entire pass. Once a TLE is accurate
enough to track for the entire pass, it will likely be
usable for a number of days. When degradation begins
occurring, begin to adjust the timing again in a similar
method.
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